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Abstract
The Linguistic Survey of India (LSI) and the Polyglotta Africana (PA) are two of the largest historical collections of
multilingual wordlists. While the originally printed editions have long since been digitized and shared in various
forms, no editions in which the original data is presented in standardized form, comparable with contemporary
wordlist collections, have been produced so far. Here we present digital retro-standardized editions of both sources.
For maximal interoperability with datasets such as Lexibank the two datasets have been converted to CLDF, the
standard proposed by the Cross-Linguistic Data Formats initiative. In this way, an unambiguous identification of
the three main constituents of wordlist data – language, concept and segments used for transcription – is ensured
through links to the respective reference catalogs, Glottolog, Concepticon and CLTS. At this level of interoperability,
legacy material such as LSI and PA may provide a reasonable complementary source for language documentation,
filling in gaps where original documentation is not possible anymore.

Keywords: Cross-Linguistic Data Formats, African languages, languages of India, retrostandardization, his-
torical wordlist collections

1. Introduction

Along with the rise of Indo-European studies as a
scientific discipline in the early 19th century, there
has been an increased interest in documenting
linguistic diversity through comparative wordlist
collections. While seen critically by some re-
searchers, wordlists and wordlist collections have
played a major role in comparative linguistics and
quite a few important insights have been made
with their help, not only in historical linguistics, but
also in linguistic typology. The past years have
seen a drastic increase not only in large unified
wordlist collections (Key and Comrie, 2016; Dellert
et al., 2020), but also in new attempts to standard-
ize the linguistic data represented in wordlist col-
lections in a consistent way (Forkel et al., 2018).
While these efforts have resulted in large cross-
linguistic databases that can be investigated in var-
ious ways (see, for example Dediu 2023 or Jack-
son et al. 2019), many historical wordlist collec-
tions that were compiled long before the digital age
have still not been integrated in the emerging web
of connected wordlist datasets.

While digitization of historical collections can be
seen as a purely technical question, recent at-
tempts of retrostandardizing dialectal data (Geisler
et al., 2021) have clearly shown that the process
and the resulting comparable data can be very
useful for linguistic investigations. In this study,
we try to illustrate the benefits of retrostandardiza-
tion by introducing two newly retrostandardized re-

sources, the comparative vocabularies of the Lin-
guistic Survey of India by Grierson (1928) and the
wordlists published in Polyglotta Africana by Koelle
(1854).

2. Materials

The starting point of our retrostandardization ef-
forts are digitized versions of both the Linguistic
Survey of India (LSI, Grierson 1928) and Poly-
glotta Africana (PA, Koelle 1854). The LSI is a
large, multi-volume collection of linguistic informa-
tion on various language varieties spoken in In-
dia, including languages from three major fami-
lies (Indo-European, Dravidian, and Sino-Tibetan)
and several isolates. Compiled in the beginning
of the 20th century, the second part of the sec-
ond volume provides comparative vocabularies for
more than 350 language varieties, collected us-
ing a questionnaire of 168 concepts. Polyglotta
Africana is a large collection of vocabularies of 200
varieties of African languages, collected by Sigis-
mund Koelle in the 19th century, based on a ques-
tionnaire of 319 concepts.

Both resources were independently digitized, i.e.
transcribed from (scans of) the original books by
earlier projects. Representing digital versions of
the historical collections, these digitization efforts
can be seen as valuable resources in their own
right. Considering the crucial role that standard
representations of major aspects in wordlists play,
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such as the representation of concepts, linguistic
forms, and language varieties, it becomes clear
that creating these resources in a retrostandard-
ized form is the next logical step. In this format,
languages can be resolved to geolocations, identi-
cal concepts are linked across resources, and pho-
netic transcriptions are harmonized with the help of
metadata from reference catalogs.

3. Methods

Creating an efficient pipeline to retrostandardize
legacy data like LSI and PA has become a lot eas-
ier with the introduction of standardized linguistic
data formats which can serve as the target of such
a pipeline. Thus, the CLDF Wordlist format, first in-
troduced by Forkel et al. (2018) and later expanded
to provide additional levels of standardization List
et al. (2022), allows us to skip any upfront design
regarding serialization formats and jump right into
data modeling.

CLDF provides interoperability on multiple lev-
els: CLDF data consists mainly of tabular data in
CSV files, thus can easily be accessed from com-
puting platforms such as R or even spreadsheet
programs. On a higher level of semantic interoper-
ability, CLDF data – by virtue of being CSVW com-
pliant – can be interpreted as typed data, rather
than just tabular text data. Furthermore, CLDF
data is described by an ontology associating tables
and columns with specific cross-linguistic seman-
tics. Lastly, since there is a well-defined conver-
sion of CSVW data to RDF1, CLDF data can be
integrated into the Semantic Web.

One of the main tools by which CLDF supports
interoperability across datasets are reference cat-
alogs, i.e. catalogs holding metadata of basic ob-
jects like language varieties, concepts or transcrip-
tion systems. Given that, among the first tasks of
standardization is linking objects in a dataset to ref-
erence catalogs.

3.1. Language Identification
At the time when LSI and PA were compiled no
standard codes for languages were available, so
language varieties in these works are referenced
by name. Fortunately, the additional information
given in both works such as language classifi-
cation and location allows identification with lan-
guoids in Glottolog in most cases (see Forkel and
Hammarström 2022 for details on Glottolog and
its structure). Having become the standard for
the identification of historical and comparative lan-
guages in the past years, Glottolog has been the
reference catalog of choice for the handling of
language-related information in datasets provided

1See https://www.w3.org/TR/csv2rdf/.

in Cross-Linguistic Data Formats (Forkel et al.,
2018).

3.2. Concept Mapping
Concept mapping is performed on the basis of the
Concepticon reference catalog (List et al., 2023).
Concepticon provides a comprehensive inventory
of concepts used to elicit lexical data, each with
a unique identifier. Concepts in a wordlist, e.g. in
LSI or PA, can be linked by mapping a given form’s
gloss to Concepticon’s respective concept ID. This,
in turn, allows for a straightforward cross-linguistic
comparison of concepts.

The mapping process can be done in a
computer-assisted way (Tjuka, 2020) and the tools
provided by the Concepticon project make this
process transparent and effortless (Forkel et al.,
2021).

3.3. Orthography Conversion
Phonetic transcriptions were harmonized with the
help of orthography profiles (Moran and Cysouw,
2018). Orthography profiles are simple replace-
ment tables that translate from one orthographic
representation to the other while segmenting tran-
scriptions into distinct sounds at the same time.
For the conversion, the Lexibank workflow was
used (List et al., 2022), by which target transcrip-
tions follow the Cross-Linguistic Transcription Sys-
tems reference catalog, providing a standardized
version of the IPA (List et al., 2021).

3.4. CLDF Creation
Converting the raw (digitized) data to CLDF is
aided by cldfbench (Forkel and List, 2020),
a framework for the creation, curation and ret-
rostandardization of (cross-)linguistic datasets.
cldfbench provides a consistent and repro-
ducible workflow to manage linguistic data in a
version-controlled environment. Additionally, all
the principle components used in the creation of
a CLDF dataset (e.g. mappings to reference cat-
alogs) are tracked, thereby allowing for easy up-
dates of datapoints or updates of the reference
catalogs. Since reference catalogs are subject to
change over time themselves, having a pipeline to
recreate a dataset given new versions of catalogs
is essential to future-proof resources.

The CLDF components used to model the data
of our two resources are straightforward, repre-
senting the three major constituents of wordlist
data: A LanguageTable holds metadata about
the documented varieties, a ParameterTable
lists the concepts and a FormTable provides the
(segmented) word forms. The only difference to
born-digital wordlists are scans of book pages of

https://www.w3.org/TR/csv2rdf/
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the original works, which are linked transparently
using CLDF’s MediaTable component, thereby
providing fully traceable provenance for each form.
CLDF’s linking mechanisms are flexible enough to
allow linking scans to concepts in the case of LSI
or forms for PA, respectively (see Figure 1).

4. Results

The two language resources presented in this pa-
per (Koelle 2023 and Grierson 2023) contain the
raw (digitized) data, the ancillary data facilitating
reference linking as well as the CLDF datasets.

4.1. Workflow Artefacts
While the main result of the retrostandardization
process are the CLDF datasets, it should be noted
that some intermediate results of the curation pro-
cess are re-usable on their own: Concept lists can
be included in Concepticon, thereby increasing the
semantic variety of the catalog. Since orthogra-
phies used for transcriptions are often based on re-
gional language documentation traditions, orthog-
raphy profiles can be re-usable to segment lexi-
cal data with similar provenance (Anderson et al.,
2018).

The CLDF datasets themselves are re-usable
and interoperable in a number of ways described
in the following sections.

4.2. Validation
Thanks to the transparent, enforceable semantics
of CLDF, validating a CLDF dataset can be done
automatically. This validation includes checking
referential integrity, which is crucial for a multi-
table dataset. Validity of cross-dataset references
such as Glottocodes, Concepticon links and IPA
transcriptions can also be done in an automated
way, provided the software has access to the ref-
erence catalogs.

4.3. Visualization
Visualization plays a critical role in exploratory data
analysis. Thus, we can view visualization as a
good indicator for overall data re-usability and also
interoperability, because visualizations are typi-
cally mediated through third-party software.

A first set of visualizations is already possible
with off-the-shelf tools run on the CLDF data: The
machine-readable, rich JSON metadata describ-
ing each dataset can be transformed to a human-
readable data description in Markdown – which in
turn can be rendered by services such as GitHub
as HTML.

Every CLDF dataset can be converted auto-
matically to a standard SQLite database. Since

relational databases enjoy rich tool support, the
schema of the resulting database can be easily vi-
sualized as entity-relationship diagram created via
the cldfviz.erd command (see Figure 1).

A third standard visualization for cross-linguistic
datasets are coverage maps, i.e. geographic
maps depicting the locations of the languages cov-
ered in a dataset. Again, CLDF provides enough
semantics to do this with off-the-shelf tools such
as cldfviz.map (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Coverage map of the PA dataset.

With clld (Forkel and Bank 2014), a web frame-
work for the publication of CLDF data, datasets
can be turned into websites. By employing the
MediaTable component of CLDF, the original
source data from scanned PDF files can be pre-
sented side-by-side with the converted CLDF ver-
sion of the data (see Figure 32).

Figure 3: Word for “one” in Fúlup in the PA clld
app.

Additionally, using a clld plugin for IPA charts,
phoneme inventories can be computed from the
segmented word forms and viewed with a browser
(see Figure 43 ).

2https://polyglottaafricana.clld.org/
valuesets/I-A-1-1_one

3https://lsi.clld.org/languages/
MALAYALAM#tipa

https://polyglottaafricana.clld.org/valuesets/I-A-1-1_one
https://polyglottaafricana.clld.org/valuesets/I-A-1-1_one
https://lsi.clld.org/languages/MALAYALAM#tipa
https://lsi.clld.org/languages/MALAYALAM#tipa
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Figure 1: Entity-relationship diagram of the LSI data model.

Figure 4: Consonant inventory of Malayalam in the
LSI clld app.

4.4. Aggregation

The above examples of exploratory analysis ex-
emplify interoperability of the CLDF data with soft-
ware. In addition, CLDF also provides the basis
for interoperability across datasets.

We can easily compare phoneme inventories by
extracting segmented forms from our two datasets
and matching them to the inventories documented
in PHOIBLE (Moran and McCloy 2019). Since all
datasets are available in CLDF, we can identify
matching languages using Glottocodes and match-
ing phonemes using CLTS.

In practice, this analysis can be done using
CLDF SQL (see Figure 5), after the three relevant
datasets have been converted to SQLite using the

pycldf package. Note that while some knowl-
edge of the schema of the CLTS and PHOIBLE
datasets is necessary, the only piece of informa-
tion necessary to specify the language Malayalam
across all datasets is its Glottocode mala1464.

ATTACH DATABASE "phoible.sqlite" AS pho ib le ;
ATTACH DATABASE "clts.sqlite" AS c l t s ;
ATTACH DATABASE "lsi.sqlite" AS l s i ;

SELECT DISTINCT s . grapheme , 'not in PHOIBLE' , c l t s . name
FROM

(
WITH s p l i t ( grapheme , segments ) AS (

SELECT '' , f . c ldf_segments | | ' '
FROM l s i . fo rmtab le AS f , l s i . languagetable AS l
WHERE f . c ld f_ languagere ference = l . c l d f _ i d

AND l . c l d f _ g l o t t o c o d e = 'mala1464'
UNION ALL SELECT

substr ( segments , 0 , i n s t r ( segments , ' ' ) ) ,
substr ( segments , i n s t r ( segments , ' ' ) + 1)

FROM s p l i t
WHERE segments != ''

) SELECT grapheme FROM s p l i t
WHERE grapheme != ''

) AS s
JOIN c l t s ."data/sounds.tsv" AS c l t s ON c l t s . grapheme = s . grapheme
WHERE

c l t s . name LIKE '%vowel'
AND s . grapheme NOT IN (

SELECT c . cl tsgrapheme
FROM (

SELECT v . c l d f_va lue AS grapheme
FROM pho ib le . va lue tab le AS v
WHERE c ld f_ languagere ference = 'mala1464' and c o n t r i b u t i o n _ i d = 1762

) as p
JOIN (

SELECT g . grapheme AS phoiblegrapheme , s . grapheme AS cltsgrapheme
FROM c l t s ."data/graphemes.tsv" AS g , c l t s ."data/sounds.tsv" AS s
WHERE g . dataset = 'phoible' and g . name = s . name

) AS c
ON c . phoiblegrapheme = p . grapheme )

ORDER BY s . grapheme ;

Figure 5: Aggregating data from three CLDF
datasets via CLDF SQL.

2 LSI unrounded open-mid back vowel
2: LSI long unrounded open-mid back vowel
a PHOIBLE unrounded open front vowel
a: PHOIBLE long unrounded open front vowel
æ PHOIBLE unrounded near-open front vowel
1 PHOIBLE unrounded close central vowel
U PHOIBLE rounded near-close near-back vowel

Table 1: Malayalam vowels in LSI vs. PHOIBLE.

Tabulating vowels that appear only in the LSI
data or only in the PHOIBLE inventory we get the
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result shown in Table 1. Such an analysis might
suggest refining the orthography profiles (and sub-
sequently creating and releasing an updated ver-
sion of the dataset).

4.5. Analysis
Thanks to advances in partly automated analysis
methods, historical wordlists of the kind we pre-
sented here – if available in CLDF – can readily
be fed into processing pipelines running automatic
cognate judgments, and computing language phy-
logenies based on the cognate data (see Rzymski
2023). This means they can serve as one of the
basic datatypes currently employed when it comes
to phylogenetic approaches in historical language
comparison.

5. Conclusion

The two resources presented in this paper – follow-
ing in the footsteps of the dialect atlas by Geisler
et al. (2021) – have established a well-specified
workflow to retrodigitize legacy wordlists in a way
that allows maximal computational re-use. Consid-
ering the rate at which languages fall into oblivion
(Bromham et al. 2021) and comparing this to the
potentially available legacy data4, this may prove
to be a pragmatic, yet promising way to complete
our understanding of linguistic diversity.
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